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Types of Direct Reactions:Types of Direct Reactions:

2. Inelastic scattering: A(a,a’)A  
      Target is in excited state



   

    

Physics extracted from direct reaction:Physics extracted from direct reaction:

Elastic scattering:Elastic scattering:



Types of Direct Reactions cont’d:Types of Direct Reactions cont’d:



   Traditionally used to extract optical potentials, 
 rms radii, density distributions

    

Matter distributions for 6,8He and 6,8,9,11Li 
measured

Physics extracted from direct reaction:Physics extracted from direct reaction:

Elastic scattering:Elastic scattering:



Traditionally used to extract 
 electromagnetic transitions 
 or nuclear deformations. 

Physics extracted from direct reaction:Physics extracted from direct reaction:

Inelastic scattering:Inelastic scattering:



Physics extracted from direct reaction:Physics extracted from direct reaction:

Inelastic scattering:Inelastic scattering:
At a fixed angle, charged particles observed at energies below the energy expected for 
Elastic scattering are signatures of excited states that were populated.



Physics extracted from direct reaction:Physics extracted from direct reaction:

Transfer:Transfer:

Traditionally used to extract spin, parity, spectroscopic factors
    example:  132Sn(d,p)133Sn

K.Jones et al.
Nature 465 (2010) 454



Physics extracted from direct reaction:Physics extracted from direct reaction:

Factors influencing the direct process:Factors influencing the direct process:



Physics extracted from direct reaction:Physics extracted from direct reaction:
Angular distribution:Angular distribution:



Physics extracted from direct reaction:Physics extracted from direct reaction:
Angular distribution example:  Angular distribution example:  Deuteron stripping reaction 90Zr(d,p) for a 5 MeV neutron



Physics extracted from direct reaction:Physics extracted from direct reaction:

Angular distribution example cont’d:Angular distribution example cont’d:



Physics extracted from direct reaction:Physics extracted from direct reaction:

Spectrocopy:Spectrocopy:



Physics extracted from direct reaction:Physics extracted from direct reaction:

Breakup:Breakup:



What is or can be measured:What is or can be measured:

● Z and A of emitted particles
● Laboratory energies and angles of emitted particles

● Cross sections (probability of a reaction taking place)
●  σ

tot
, σ(θ) or dσ/dΩ, σ(E) or dσ/dE, d2σ/dEdΩ  etc.

● Shapes of angular distributions can inform about reaction mechanisms
and properties of the residual nuclei, e.g. sizes, shapes, spins and parities of levels

● Energy dependence can be used to identify resonances

● Orientation of spins of projectiles and/or emitted particles 
● Spin observables like analyzing powers A

y
 or spin rotation functions Q 

may inform about spin dependent processes         

Theory needs to predict or postdict the same quantities.Theory needs to predict or postdict the same quantities.



Exotic nuclei are usually short lived: Exotic nuclei are usually short lived: 

 

    

Thus one can only study them through reactions:

Have to be studied with reactions in inverse kinematics

 direct reaction:

Many-body problem Quantum mechanical scattering problem

“idealist” approach:  Just do it!  



““Idealist Approach”:   Idealist Approach”:   Ab initioAb initio Theory  Theory 

This should contain:

● Degrees of freedom for all nucleons in the problem

● “Realistic” nucleon-nucleon (NN) and three-nucleon forces (3NFs)

● Pauli principle treated exactly 
 

extremely difficult multi-channel scattering problem

Exactly solvable for A=3,4,5 at low energies

Work by groups at TRIUMF and LLNL and others

Exactly solvable for A=3,4 via Faddeev methods (no energy restriction)
         Work by A. Deltuva, R. Lazauskas, H. Witala, R. Skibinski and others 

Exactly solvable for A=3,4 via Hyperspherical Harmonics methods 
         Work by A. Kievsky, M. Viviani, S. Bacca and others



Realistic today  Realistic today  ≡≡ Chiral Expansion of nuclear forces Chiral Expansion of nuclear forces::



Slide from S. Quaglioni



Chart of light nuclei

“Idealists” current domain

For heavier nuclei:  

A more “pragmatic” approach:

Reduce the Many-Body to a Few-Body Problem

Solve the few-body problem with 
effective interactions

Isolate relevant degrees of freedom



Intuitive ideas leading to effective interaction theoryIntuitive ideas leading to effective interaction theory

Basic ideas for dealing with the many-body, stong (non-perturbative) nuclear interaction 
problem began with scattering. 

A seminal idea was due to Leslie L. Foldy working on sonar during WWII.

Foldy described projectile scattering from a nucleus as a wave propagating through 
many, dense scattering sources with a complex (absorptive) index of refraction.
His essential idea was to express the total scattered wave in terms of individual N+N 
scattered waves, rather than in terms of  the very strong N+N interaction which can 
not be expanded in a perturbation theory.  

L.L. Foldy, Phys. Rev. 67, 107 (1945)

check out:

The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, Vol. 132, 1960  (2012)
Mulltiple Scattering in the Spirit of Leslie Foldy



Intuitive ideas leading to effective interaction theoryIntuitive ideas leading to effective interaction theory

In 1950 Geoffrey Chew introduced the “impulse approximation” as a suitable way 
to simplify the intractable A+1 – body problem (e.g. p+A, n+A) to an effective two-
body scattering problem.

Seminal papers that introduced multiple scattering theory:

Basic ideas:



Intuitive ideas leading to effective interaction theoryIntuitive ideas leading to effective interaction theory

In 1951 Melvin Lax extended these approaches to obtain an effective 
interaction potential, later called the “optical potential” to represent the
effective p+A interaction.

First representation of such an effective potential.
Introduced the socalled “tρ” form, 
where ρ is the nuclear density and t represents an 
effective N+N interaction



Global Phenomenological Optical PotentialGlobal Phenomenological Optical Potential

Remark:  

Same importance 
as NN phase shift 
analysis



Phenomenological effective interaction for describing elastic Phenomenological effective interaction for describing elastic 
scattering as single-channel problemscattering as single-channel problem

Contributions to an optical potential  U(r)

● Coulomb part: V
c
(r) = Z

1
Z

2
e2/r

● Real Nuclear (short range) part: V(r)
● Should describe nuclear attraction

● Imaginary Nuclear Part: W(r)
● Other things can happen so that flux is lost →W(r) negative 

● Spin-Orbit (L∙S) part: V
SO

(r)
● Spin-orbit force in the NN interaction, needed to describe 

polarization data   
 

General form:



Phenomenological effective interaction for describing elastic Phenomenological effective interaction for describing elastic 
scattering as single-channel problemscattering as single-channel problem

R=r
0
(A

1
1/3+A

2
1/3) is the radius where 

the potential is ½ its maximum

 “a” is the “diffuseness” parameter.
Describes the “spread” of the potential about R



Phenomenological potentials fitted to stable nucleiPhenomenological potentials fitted to stable nuclei



Landscape of global optical potentialsLandscape of global optical potentials



Phenomenological effective interaction for describing elastic Phenomenological effective interaction for describing elastic 
scattering as single-channel problemscattering as single-channel problem

Best fit of elastic scattering data for a wide range of nuclei and energies
              Cross sections, angular distributions, polarizations

Examples:
● Becchetti – Greenlees, Phys. Rev. 182, 1190 (1969)
● E.D. Cooper et al, PRC47, 297 (1993)
● Koning – Delaroche, NP A713, 231 (2003) 
● Weppner-Penney, PRC80, 034608 (2009)
● W. Dickhoff et al.  (review Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys 105, 252 (2019)  dispersive opt. Model [DOM]  

Woods-Saxon parameterized phenomenological potentials widely used in 
Scattering codes like FRESCO, TALYS, ECIS

In the era of ab initio nuclear theory we want to do better



 Ideas leading to effective interaction theoryIdeas leading to effective interaction theory

In 1953 Kenneth M. Watson gathered up emerging ideas and published 
the first formal scattering solution for the p+A problem

Later more explicit description



Ideas leading to effective interaction theoryIdeas leading to effective interaction theory

In 1959  Arthur Kerman, Hugh McManus and Roy Thaler 
modified the Watson theory by re-organizing the expansion and 
paved the way an accurate (numerical) application for Chew’s 
impulse approximation:



Ideas leading to effective interaction theoryIdeas leading to effective interaction theory

At the same time Herman Feshbach and 
collaborators developed a powerful projection 
operator formalism, which they used to 
generate a perturbation expansion of the 
optical potential and which could be applied to 
reactions other than elastic scattering.



Isolate relevant degrees of freedom

Formally: separate Hilbert space into P and Q space, and calculate in P space  

Projection on P space requires introducing effective interactions between the degrees of freedom 
that are treated explicitly
(Feshbach, Annals Phys. 5 (1958) 357-390) 

Effective Interactions:  non-local and energy dependent

Start with theory:Start with theory:



Isolate relevant degrees of freedom

Formally: separate Hilbert space into P and Q space, and calculate in P space  

Projection on P space requires introducing effective interactions between the degrees of freedom that are treated explicitly
(Feshbach, Annals Phys. 5 (1958) 357-390) 

Hamiltonian for effective few-body poblem:  
        H = H0 + Vnc + Vnt + Vct

Neutron-nucleus effective interactions

Merge a piece of the “idealist view”

 with a “traditional” single channel scattering calculation



                  Goal: effective interaction from Goal: effective interaction from ab initio ab initio methodsmethods
Start from many-body Hamiltonian with 2 and 3 body forces 

Theoretical foundations laid by Feshbach and Watson in the 1950s

Feshbach:  
►  effective nA interaction via Green’s functions from a solution of the many body problem using  basis 
function expansion, e.g. CCGF, SCGF  (current truncation to singles and doubles)

40Ca(n,n)40Ca   energy
~ 10 MeV

 
 Rotureau, Danielewicz, Hagen, Jansen, Nunes
 PRC 98, 044625 (2018)

Idini, Barbieri, Navratil
J.Phys.Conf. 981. 012005 (2018)
Acta Phys. Polon. B48, 273 (2017)



        Goal:   effective interaction from Goal:   effective interaction from ab initio ab initio methodsmethods
Start from many-body Hamiltonian with 2 (and 3) body forces 

Theoretical foundations laid by Feshbach and Watson in the 1950s

Feshbach:  
  effective nA interaction via Green’s function from solution of many body problem using  basis function expansion, 
e.g.  SCGF, CCGF  (current truncation to singles and doubles)

  energy  ~ 10 MeV

 

 Watson:
► Multiple scattering expansion, e.g. spectator expansion 
        (current truncation to two active particles) 

Spectator Expansion: 

Siciliano, Thaler (1977)

Picklesimer, Thaler (1981)

Chinn, Elster, Thaler, Weppner 
(1995)

Expansion in:
◆  particles active in the reaction
◆  antisymmetrized in active particles

 Intended for “fast reaction”, i.e. ≥ 80 MeV



Framework for ab initio Elastic Scattering 

Structure theory: 
no-core shell model

Reaction theory: 
spectator expansion

Leading order term



Framework for ab initio Elastic Scattering (spectator expansion)

Structure theory: 
no-core shell model

Reaction theory: 
spectator expansion

 e.g. Epelbaum, Krebs, Meissner, PRL 115, 122301 (2015) 

Neutron matter 
distribution

Same NN force in all partsSame NN force in all parts



First Potential

with

ComputingComputing the leading order effective potential the leading order effective potential  

effective
interaction( ) reaction

information
structure

information
thing that puts
them together ( )( )( )= x

matter distribution
= density

spin-projected momentum distribution

Target nucleus has 0+ ground state 



4He Nmax=18 16ONmax=10

closed-shell
    nuclei

NNLO
opt

Chiral 
interaction

A. Ekstrom et al.
PRL 110, 192502 (2013) 

 
ħω=20 MeV



Open-shell nuclei NNLO
opt

Chiral 
interaction

Nmax=18
Nmax=18

Nmax=12

Nmax=12

  ħω=20 MeV



Beyond NCSM:  SA-NCSM One-Body DensitiesBeyond NCSM:  SA-NCSM One-Body Densities NNLO
opt

  chiral potential

  rms calc.  3.04 – 3.25 fm
  rms exp.   3.48 fm

Baker, Elster, Dytrych, Launey arXiv 2404.03106 [nucl-th]

 ħω=13- 
17 MeV

ħω=11- 
13 MeV



Central local part U
c
 (ζ) Spin-orbit local part U

SO
 (ζ)



Connect back to phenomenological Optical Potential

Ab initio calculations do not support dV/dr terms
Potential well is given very well.
Spin-orbit potential is also a Woods-Saxon function multiplied with r
Imaginary part of the spin-orbit potential is very small.



Work on a consistent 
approach to structure and 
reactions is very timely.
Microscopic optical 
potentials are needed in 
many aspects in 
calculations of nuclear 
reactions.

White paper:
Optical Potentials for the rare-
isotope beam era

    Published in: .Phys.G 50 (2023) 6, 060501

    e-Print: 2210.07293 [nucl-th]


